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A shelf with a message
Storage technology specialist presents new idea

Enclosure facilitates outdoor use
With an electric motor, it is easy to open and
close the splash-proof and breathable protective cover safely. This renders bulky and
heavy roller shutters or sliding gates redundant, and beyond that offers a cost-efficient
alternative to rapid action doors. The stored
goods are secure and protected against any
weather. „Thanks to the electrically controlled weather protection in combination with
the complete enclosure of the racks with
troughed sheets as well as a drip molding,
the cantilever rack is ideal for outdoor use“,
commercial manager Edwin Müller points
out.

Weather protection with a slogan
Rack heights up to 6 m and rack lengths for
storage goods of up to 12 m can be realized
without difficulty. In the standard configuration, the usable depth of the support arms
can reach up to 2 m. „Other dimensions are
of course available upon request“, Müller
adds, while highlighting another additional
feature in particular: It is possible to print logos, slogans or any desired advertising message on the flexible weather protection. This
way, the shelving system not only guarantees
secure storage of valuable goods but in addition helps sending out the matching advertising message.
Long-lasting shelves
„Our systems are robust and long-lasting.
They are made from high-quality materials
with a certificate of origin and they last for
decades, even under maximum load”, Müller
elaborates. Since 1984, Elvedi has been true
to this motto, working on modern solutions
to adapt to customers‘ needs, as Müller finally emphasizes. For the enterprise, the
shelving system with weather protection is
complementing the tried and tested cantilever racking system for outdoor use equipped

with a roof or a panel. In Denmark and Norway, the storage and racking solutions are
available via distribution partners. Elvedi is
cooperating with Mas-Høvik from Bording/
DK and Inge S. Årstad based in Stavanger/
NO.//

For further
information
on Elvedi see:
www.elvedi.com
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High-bay racking with the protective
tarpaulin open (left) and closed (right) - the
cover offers plenty of space for the desired
slogan. The housing protects the goods
against wind and weather
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Roofed storage areas come in two
configurations: both a standalone type …
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… and a model with a roof and without
panels mounted against a wall are available
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Since September 2015, Elvedi, Blumberg/
DE, has been working with an enhanced version of the tried and tested weatherproof
cantilever racking system that is used to store
long objects with lengths of up to 12 m.
Thanks to a special substructure mounted
behind the protective tarpaulin, the weather
protection withstands heavy winds - even
with maximum length goods. Trade fairs in
both Austria and Germany have already seen
live presentations of the new product idea
with all features available.
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